
Our notes on Josiah -

- Extreme and intense focus on certain interests (since very young)
- origami
- pokemon
- lego
- only reads Ricky Ricotta books

- Inappropriate Social interaction
- running up to anyone, anywhere regardless of what they are doing to show them “his 

interest”
- isn’t reading facial or body cues to see interest or disinterest
- invades personal space
- both children and adults

- spends recess and lunch time alone sitting at table or bench folding origami (previously 
looking at pokemon cards or fidgeting with doodads)

- just started an origami club where he instructs other kids on his interest

- repeats lines and phrases from movies/shows/books over and over like he’s playing a reel 
inside his head. (since very young)

- extremely literal and extremely rigid about his understanding - to the point of meltdown if not 
capitulated to (since very young)

- loves humour but has an exaggerated response to humorous events and situations
- laughing over excessively at any and all funny situations (since very young)

-  uses objects in unusual ways (since very young)
- eg. opens tampons and pulls the “pompom” out and uses the applicator as his rockets or 

lasers
- socks used as bags to hold “treasures”
-

- has unusual attachment to his “treasures” (since very young)
- since he was a toddler he was way more interested in a bag of “treasures” (buttons, 

pins, paperclips, ribbons, tokens, shiny rocks, etc.)
- would spend a lot of time lining them up in rows and sorting them

- overly rigid (since very young)
- about schedules and so many other things
- will fall apart or melt down if things aren’t done in specific order 
- gets stuck and cannot move on in schedule is not followed



- strong physically, but awkward about running or jumping jacks, trouble coordinating both 
sides of body at same time. (since very young)

- seems to have need to climb or jump or do other “grounding” activities.  almost as if
  he’s trying to centre himself.  He put a weighted vest on once and mentioned that it felt
  amazing because he often feels like he’s flying and this held him down.

- Highly Anxious
- frightened at night about “demons”
- anxiety about writing at school
- anxiety about going to school
- scared about going outside
- scared about having dreams
- scared about there being a fire in the house
- scared about getting lost
- scared about getting sick
- scared about germs making him sick
- scared about monsters at nighttime
- scared about losing “treasures”
- scared about bad things happening
- will cry in anticipation of events happening
- will complain of upset tummy
- has vomited because of anxiety
- scared about losing glasses but then takes them off when doing physical activity so he 

wont lose them and then forgets what he did with them.

- Many Sensory issues (since very young)

- Obsessive and compulsive (since very young)

- Intense Difficulty Regulating Emotions (since very young)

- Communication is not really a two way street.  He in very interested in showing you (anyone) 
something he is interested in and sharing his knowledge.  He has a tendency to monopolize a 
specific interaction and is awkward after he’s shared…not knowing what to do next.

- Friendly with everyone, but his only real friend is a neighbour girl his age who is often 
disappointed and hurt by his lack of interest or his preoccupation with his own agenda.  There 
is not a lot of give and take in the relationship unless prompted and even then its not typical.
- he will say he has lots of friends and can even name names.  He wants to have friends but 

doesn’t know how to “be” friends and is not good with the reciprocal nature of friendship

- Noticing the gap between Josiah’s social skills and his ability to grasp and utilize social cues 
and those of his peers is widening.  His deficits are becoming more apparent as the years go 
on.

- Food is an issue (since very young)
- texture
- taste
- can only eat certain foods



- many “meltdowns” in regards to food

- Clothing is an issue (since he could express himself)
- would be extremely happy wearing compression shirts and “soft” pants ONLY
- often wears 2-3 compression shirts at the same time
- wears clothes based on color (all blue shirt, pants, socks, boots)
- frustration that we don't have more complete matching outfits
- wears clothes that “feel” right regardless of whether he has worn them all week or even if 

they are dirty

-  Blankets and bedding needs to have a certain “feel” or cannot sleep
- sleep has been a HUGE ISSUE since day 1

-  Builds a “fort” on his bed to sleep in a tight, closed, dark space
- He love being squished and wrapped tight since infancy
- uses closet or cubby to “sleep in”

- Printing is a huge issue and seems to be getting worse.
- he knows how to but has issues with grasp and complains of hand going numb
- prefers pens to pencils because of “drag” on paper
- says printing is exhausting and makes everything more difficult
- huge anxiety about going to school and having to print
- traces over and over his letters to the point of ripping the paper

- Diagnosed with ADHD in Kindergarten and started meds (Vyvanse) made a huge difference 
in ability to attend and helped with hyperactivity
- was homeschooled for most of kindergarten as I was unsure that he would be able to 

attend in a classroom and actually absorb material
- I basically taught him “on the go”
- Once started meds, I was astonished at the amount of information he had grasped “on the 

go” and was able to present back to me.
- fully believe that early intervention has enabled him to grasp a lot of the “basic foundation 

scholastic achievements” but also believe that he is rapidly coming to the end of his ability 
to continue on without proper interventions set in place to allow him to continue to grow 
and succeed

- smart kid, but struggling
- off meds is wildly out of control and unable to regulate himself at all.  Impulsive and 

destructive just moving from one thing to the next.  Jumping, climbing…..it’s pretty chaotic 
and difficult to contain.

- will make unsafe choices with little regard for personal safety…..with meds its a little better
-

- He repeatedly brushes the front of his hair over to the side and twists his hair with his fingers.
- will obsessively brush or comb it over to the side to be perfect looking and feeling

-  Picked at skin and any cuts/scrapes/bug bites until he bled and has scars on back and 
different areas of body as a result. (2-5 years of age) seemed to lessen after started meds 
(Vyvanse)



- I noticed a big change when he was three years old.  He had issues as a baby and toddler, 
but things really intensified around 3 years of age.
- horrible sleeper from day one
- didn’t play imaginatively
- played with objects rather than toys
- -jumping on people
- running into people

- lots of vocal stimming
- whistles
- hums
- oral noises

- was easily taken advantage of by older sibling because he was happy to get bits of “treasures”  
like junk pieces of toys or paper or string or paperclips or keys in trade for real toys that Jeremy 
wanted

- times where he seems distant or disconnected or lost inside himself

-  been described as “quirky” for a long time

-  sweet kid, wants to please, but struggles

- doesn’t hold gaze, just glances and looks away
- will often look out of the side of his eye 

- Often requires many verbal attempts to connect with him when he’s focused on or doing 
something and often will need a physical touch to connect.

-  Hearing is fine.  Can hear 

- Raised in home that is Autism Friendly

 Josiah was the first living baby after a stillbirth, 2 second trimester losses and a first trimester 
loss. He was so anticipated and we were just so happy to have a live baby.  He hardly ever slept 
and even as a baby was very active.  He crawled up and fell over his crib railing as a 4 month 
old. Was extremely interested in standing and being independent.   Would sleep when held, or 
in sling.  Met milestones appropriately or was even ahead of schedule.  Had an incredible 
vocabulary from very early, using large and complex words from a very young age and using 
them appropriately.  He was with us 24/7, accompanying us to work as a pastor at a church in 
Vancouver.  He would play with objects (“his treasures”  or lining up office supplies)  in our office 
but mostly ignored the toys that we had brought in for him.  

Our oldest daughter was diagnosed with Cancer in June 2010 and our 5th child was born one 
week later.  Siah turned 3 in August 2010 and we noticed a change in him around this time.  He 
became much more intense.  He would jump and run into people.



Things were obviously chaotic between a newborn and a sick daughter and we were in survival 
mode.  We noticed Siah’s issues and quirks becoming more and more challenging, but he was 
still a sweet boy and mostly eager to please unless he got frustrated.  Rigidity and inflexibility 
were growing increasingly more troublesome.  

We see that he is struggling and appearing more and more “different” than other NT kids and 
want to be able to help him succeed to his full capabilities.  We have seen the difference that 
some early intervention has made in regards to his ability to attend (meds for ADHD)  and want 
to be able to continue helping him in ways specific to him.  


